Teacher trainee of Shaikh College of Education visited Science Centre recently to develop scientific, Astrological knowledge & Research techniques. The students got an opportunity to visit Planetarium Museum, mechanical Museum and Electronic Museum. The objective of the visit was to provide interactive science exhibition which will increase the knowledge and understanding of Science among the students. Mr. Chandrashekhar Patil explained the students about different types of lenses and mirrors. They also observed various other interactive sculptures and pin ball machines.

He also explained to our students & gave demonstration about Planetarium, Mathematical Theorems & puzzles related models, all types’ mirrors, types of insects, wind energy model etc. The students also observed Space Sensor Gallery which looks at the technologies that have been used outside our planet. The visit resulted in a memorable learning experience. The visit was organized by Mr. M.D. Attar, Lecturer of Science Method and supported by Mrs. Indira Sutar, Principal, Shaikh College of Education.